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In [I], L. Schwartz defined the space U,+, of functions u such that for any 
f~ 9” (the space of temperate distributions) the product uf makes sense and 
belongs to 9’. In [3] and [4], 9’ was expressed as a union of Hilbert spaces 
L-, , q = 0, 1, 2 ,..., and the spaces UC of functions u, for which f t-+ uf maps 
L, into P, were defined. It appeared that 0, = n 0*. 
If f E 9”, then f E L-, for some q, and f can be multiplied by elements of 
0, , a space which is larger than 0, . It is shown in Theorem 3 that, in a 
certain sense, 0, cannot be further enlarged. Theorems 1 and 2 describe 8, 
in classical terms. 
In [6] Shaw-Ying Tien introduced different multiplier spaces 0zr and 
proved that Co, = fir (J, U2’ = 0,. u, W,r(M;l), where W,r(M;‘) are 
weighted Sobolev spaces. 
Notation. N = {0, 1, 2 ,... }. For ac = (01~ ,..., CY,) E Nn and x = 
(Xl ,-.., x,)~Rn we write Icx:) =++~~s+...+a,, x”=x+$z...x~, 
and Da = @/(ax? 3x2 ... 8x2); L2(Rn) and L”(R*) are the usual spaces of 
square integrable and almost everywhere bounded functions, P(Rn) is the 
space of all functions which have continuous derivatives of all orders on Rn, 
Com(Rn) is the space of all f~ P(R”) which have compact support, 
9 = (f~ Cm(Rn); ljflj,,o = supzERn ) xaD~(x)j < co, OL, j3 E N”j, and 9” is 
the dual of 9, equipped with the strong topology /3(9”, 9’). It is convenient 
to introduce a weight function W(x) = (1 + ~~=r x,2)1/z. 
We use the so-called Sobolev or generalized derivatives. In fact, all our 
derivatives are Sobolev. A function g is a Sobolev derivative of order 01 of a 
locally integrable function f if for any v E C,,m(Rn) we have 
)” 
R” 
gg, dx = (-1)1*1 l fDy dx. 
Rn 
The space 8, of multipliers is the set of all u E Cm(Rn) such that for any 
E EN” the function W-“D=u is bounded on R* for a sufficiently large k E N. 
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In [3] we defined Hilbert spaces 
and denoted by LeI, their respective duals. Although the derivatives Def in 
the definition of L, are generalized the following proposition holds. Iff E L,,, , 
where Y = 1 + [in], then f has continuous classical derivatives of all orders 
<k. Moreover, there exists a constant C > 0, dependent only on k and Y, such 
that maxe# zlal(le Wk-lul(x) ) D*f(x)l < C \\filk+, . This implies 
Y = nkeNLk . The set of all elements of UkeN L-, , restricted to 9, equals Y’. 
For any P, q E N, o,,, is the set of all functions U: R* --f C for which the 
mapping f I+ uf from L, into L, is continuous. Since O,,, is contained in the 
Banach space L,(L, , L,) of all continuous operators from L, into L, , it is a 
normed space and, in fact, it is a Banach space. We denote its norm by 
II . lIB,Q . We put 0, = LN Q,,, , 4 E N, and equip 0, with the final locally 
convex topology, see [2]. For u E U,,, andfE L-, the functional uf, defined by 
(uf) ZI = f (uw), et EL, , belongs to L-, . Hence the multiplication (u, f) t+ uf 
is a mapping from oQ X L-, into Y’. 
1. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
LEMMA 1. Let p, q E N, Y = 1 + [&I, p 3 q + Y, and u: R* --f C. If for 
any 01 E N”, 1 OL 1 < q, thegeneralized erivative Dau exists and Wq+r-p-lorl D”lu E 
L2(R”), then u E O,,, . 
The proof proceeds like the proof of Theorem 6.1 of [7]. 
LEMMA 2. Let u EO,,, . Then for any OL E N”, j 01 I < q, the generalized 
derivative D% exists and W-“Dau E L2(Rn) for a su#iciently large k E N. 
Proof. Choose (Y EN”, I 01 I Q q, and take w E Com(Rjn) so that w(x) = 1 
for (Ix\I < 1. For A > 0 put w,(x) = w((l/A) x) and Q(A) = {XE Rn; 
11 x ( < A}. Since uwA EL,, the generalized derivative D”(uwA) exists for any 
a E N”, I OL / < q. The pointwise lim,,, D”(uwA) (x) exists almost everywhere 
in Rn. Denote it by g. If v E COm(R”), then for A so large that supp ~0 C Q(A), 
we have 
lRtigcp dx = s,. Da(uwA) v dx = (-1)1*1 j uwA D”g, dx 
R” 
i.e., g = D”u- 
= (-1)1”1 5,. u D”rp dx, 
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Assume that there exists 01 E NT”, I 01 / < q, such that W-kDau $L2(R”) 
for all k E N. The m&index a can be chosen so that for any /3 E Nn, 
1 ,B j < 1 01 ) , there exists k, for which W-QD@u E L2(Rn). Put k ~: 
max{$; p E N”, / p / < 1 01 I} and s = max(p + r, k + q - 1 c1 I), where 
r = I + [&I. Then W+ EL, and 
I/ uW-“IJo 3 (jRn 1 D”(uW-S)~2dx)1’2 
> ( jRn 1 W-” D% I2 d~)l’~ - c (;) (j 
i%a R” 
1 Db D.“(W-~);2dx)“’ 
which is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 3. Let u E Cl,,, and 01 E Nn, 1 01 j ,( q. Then D”lu E U9+~ol,p-,a~ . 
Moreover, II Dau llP+~o~;q--/a~ < Al II u /19,q . 
Proof. Without loss of generality assume 01 = (1, 0, O,..., 0). According 
to Lemma 2 the generalized derivative Dau exists. If v E L,+l , then 
Il(D=u) v I/q-l = II Wu4 - uDnv IL-l G II WW,-1 + II uD=v Ilrp-1 
< II uv llq + II ZDV I/p < II u llm (II v 112, + II Dav II,) 
< 2 II 24 IIPA . II ~ll9+1 . 
LEMMA 4. Let q E N, Y = 1 + [&I, and u E Bg+, . Then for any 01 E Nn, 
1 a: 1 < q, the classical derivative D% exists, is continuous on R”, and 
W-“Dau ELM for a su$icientZy large k EN. 
Proof. The existence and continuity of D% was established in [3]. Choose 
k EN so large that W-“D% ELM for any 01 E N, ] 01 / ,( q + r, and put 
v = W-k-q-%. Then v E Lp+,. . Hence, for any a EN”, ) 01 ) < q, the function 
Wq-lalDav is bounded on R”, which implies W-“-+D”u GL~(R~). 
LEMMA 5. Let k, q E N. If for any a: EN”, 1 ~11  < q, the generalized 
derivative Dau exists and W-k-ltilDuu ELM, then u EO*+~,~ . 
For proof see Theorem 6.1 of [7]. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let q E N. Then u E ~9~ zx for any a E N”, / 01 1 < q, the 
generalized derivative D”lu exists and W-kDau ELM for a su@iently large 
kEN. 
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The proof is contained in Lemmas 1 and 2. 
THEOREM 2. u E 0, ifl for each 9, E Y and for each a E N”, 1 011 < q, the 
generalized derivative D”(v,u) exists and belongs to L2(Rn). 
Proof. The “only if” part follows from Lemma 2. Assume that u $0, . 
Then there exists 01 E Nn, 1 011 < 4, such that WvkDau $L2(R”) for each 
k E N, and W-“D% ELM for any /3 EN”, 1 flI < / 011 , and m sufficiently 
large. 
Let Q(Y) = {x E Rn; jl x 11 < Y}. Construct a sequence 0 = r. < rl < 
Y2 < ..', so that rk > 2r,-, and sEk 1 WwkDau I2 dx > k, where Ek = 
SZ(y,)\Q(2r,-,), k E N. Let 4 E C,=(R”) depend only on 11 x (1 , 0 < 4(x) < 1, 
#(x) = 1 for x E Q(l), and supp II, C Q(2). Put #k(x) = #(x/k), k = 1,2,..., 
4,,(x) = 0, and v = xF=, W-lc($,, - #rl-J. Then v E Y and 11 yD”u 11: >, 
J-E~ I @WI2 dx = J” E, ] W-“Dau I2 dx > k. Since k is arbitrary yDau $L2(Rn). 
If D”(vu) ELM, then ~D”zJ = Da(~u) - &+, (3 Da-SvD% would belong 
to L2(RS) too. Therefore, D”(q~u) $L2(R”), which is a contradiction. 
THEOREM 3. The space 0, is the set of all functions u: Rn -+ C for which 
f ++ uf is a continuous mapping from L-, into 9’. 
Proof. Let u E Lo* . Then there exists p E N such that u E 0,,, . Hence the 
mapping f I+ uf is continuous from L-, into L-, . Since the identity mapping 
from L-, into 9” is continuous (see [5]), the “only if” part is proved. 
Let u: Rn --f C be such that the mapping U: LA, ---f Y’, defined by 
Uf = uf, is continuous. Since (9,‘)’ = 9’ andL.” = L, , the adjoint mapping 
U’ of U, given by U’p, = UT, q~ E .Y, maps Y into L, . Therefore, for every 
rp E 9, ( 011 < 4, we have Da(q) ELM and, by Theorem 2, u E 0, . 
THEOREM 4. The final locally convex topology of 0, is finer than the 
topology defined by the seminorms g,(u) = ClalcP [I vD”u /la-lal , q~ E 9. 
Proof. It suffices to show that for each p EN, the identity mapping 
0 Z),a --f (0, , {gm}mEg) is continuous. Fix q E 9’. Then v EL, for any s E N, 
and for any u E O,,, , Lemma 3 implies 
Conjecture. Both topologies of 0, in Theorem 4 are equal. 
THEOREM 5. OM is the set of all u E Cm(Rn) such that the mapping f t+ uf 
is continuous from 9’ into 9’. 
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Proof. This result is stated in Theorem 25.5 of [8] and the “only if” 
part is proved in [l, Chap. 7, Theor. X]. Since our results enable us to 
present a different, and short proof, we will prove it. It follows from Lemmata 
4 and 5 that 0, = naPN 0,. Therefore, if u E 0, , then u E OC for each 
q E N and f t+ uf is continuous from each L-, into 9’. Since the strong 
topology of Y’ = (JacnrL-, equals the final locally convex topology of 
UgENL (see [WY f f 1 k+ u is a so continuous from 9’ into Y’. 
If u 6 0, then there exists q EN such that u $0, . By Theorem 3 the 
mapping f++ uf is not continuous from L-, into 9’ which implies its dis- 
continuity from .cP’ into Y’. 
In [l] a topology is defined on 0, by a system of seminorms g&u) = 
sup{/ v(x) Pu(x)/; x E R”}, p E Y, cy E Nn. This topology equals the topology 
generated by another system h,,,(u) = 11 vD”u /IO, q E 9, a EN”. It follows 
from Theorem 4 that this topology is coarser than the initial topology of 
9, = n asN 0, . It is proved in [S] that they are equal, 
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